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The Industrial Problem
Development of regularisation techniques for the removal of noise due to multiple scattering 
in specific medical ultrasound applications.
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Challenges & Goals

● Removal of noise in ultrasound images for the improved detection of contrast agents.
● Noise due to multiple reflections between tissue and detector.

Content  
● Introduction to contrast enhancement in ultrasound images.
● Detection of contrast agents using combinations of modulating pulses and measurement pulses.
● Modelling of the signal and the signal distortions.
● Signal decomposition problem with unknown forward operator.
● Estimation of parts of the operator using time correlation techniques.
● Simultaneous estimation of signal, noise, and forward operator using regularisation techniques.
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Possible to use “microbubbles”, that is, gas filled bubbles with
diameter of about 3μm as contrast agents in ultrasound imaging:

●  reflect waves of wave lengths < 5μm;
●  injected into blood vessels, they allow to discriminate between blood
and other fluids;
●  they tend to accumulate in capillaries, which may be used in order to
detect tumors.

Reflective properties are noticably different from most tissue:
●  scattering is non-linear: scattered waves include higher frequency 

components;
●  bubbles are highly compressible and thus their properties change
drastically if pressure is applied.

● In standard ultrasound, microbubbles are usually detected by listening to 
higher frequency reflections.

Contrast agents in ultrasound imaging



Transmit several pulse complexes in each beam direction.

Each pulse complex is composed of two pulses:
● LF pulse: A low frequency ( 1MHz) ∼

carrier pulse.
● HF pulse: A high frequency ( 10MHz) ∼

measurement pulse.

● LF pulse is used for manipulating the
material.

● Reflections of the HF pulse are listened 
for in the measurements.

● Microbubbles are essentially invisible for the LF pulse, but:
● LF pulse induces pressure changes in the surrounding blood, leading to a 

compression/expansion of the bubbles.

SURF imaging



● If the HF pulse overlays the crest of the LF pulse, the bubbles are
compressed, thus weakening the scattering of the HF pulse.

● If the HF pulse overlays the valley of the LF pulse, then the bubbles
expand, increasing the scattering of the HF pulse.

Comparing the ultrasound images for different configurations of the
pulse complex allows for a detection of the contrast agent.

Example of SURF

Prostate cancer:
● Left: standard ultrasound of 

contrast agent
● Right: image produced with 

SURF ultrasound



● US image is basically produced under the assumption
of no or only weak multiple scatterings in the tissue.

● If assumption is violated, artifacts become visible
in lower layers.

● Most important: multiple reflections due to the
detector and strong tissue boundaries.

Multiple reflections and noise

SURF ultrasound image of an artery.

● Micro-calcifications may be visible at 
the artery walls.

● Some of these might actually be due 
to multiple reflections at previous 
walls.



● We use three pulse complexes with amplitude of the modulating LF pulse 
equal to p = -1, p=0, p=+1.

● p = 0 corresponds to no modulating pulse.
● p = +1 increases the pressure at the measurement pulse.
● p = -1 decreases the pressure at the measurement pulse.

● For each detector a windowed Fourier transform is applied, yielding 
measurements

which we model as

● X ... single scattered signal in case no LF pulse is present.
● V ... modification of X by the different LF pulses.
● N … multiple scattered signal in case no LF pulse is present.
● L … modification of N by the LF pulse.
● For p = 0, both V and N are equal to 1.

Signal modelling

Y p(w):=Y p(w ; zi , d j)

Y p(w)=V p(w)X (w)+Lp(w)N (w)



● V ... modification of the single scattered signal.

● Major peaks in the measurements can be assumed
to belong to single scattered signals.

● Because of LF pulse, signals get distorted
● Pressure changes lead to changes in wave speed.

In case p = +1, the measurement signal travels faster, in
case p = -1 slower than in the unperturbed case.

● Obtain depth dependent phase shifts of the signal.
● Modification of scattering properties leads to space 

dependent, slowly varying amplitude modifications.

● The modification V can be estimated with sufficient accuracy using time 
correlation techniques.

Estimation of V

Y p(w)=V p(w)X (w)+Lp(w)N (w)



● L ... modification of the multiple scattered signals.

● After estimation of V we are still left with three inexact
equations for four unknowns (X,N, and two modifications 
of N).

● Modifications include phase shifts and amplitude 
modifications similarly as for the single scattered signal.

● Back scattered LF pulse leads to much smaller pressure 
changes and therefore much smaller modifications of N.

● Size of the phase shifts depends mainly on depth of the 
first scatterer, not on total depth.

● High number of reflections together with almost random 
distribution make estimation of L difficult.

Estimation of L

Y p(w)=V p(w)X (w)+Lp(w)N (w)



Rewrite L as

● First term … “phase shift”, only depending on sign of the 
LF pulse.

● Second term … “amplitude change'”, only depending on 
the amplitude of the LF pulse.

● Both terms are assumed to be complex valued:
● Amplitude term may include imaginary terms 

indicating a simultaneous shift of the signals.
● Phase shift may include additional amplitude 

modifications.
● Need for complex terms is due to nonlinear 

pressure dependence of wave speed.
● In both    and A one can expect the real parts to be 

dominant.
● Numerical simulations show smaller variations of 

both terms with respect to depth.

Reformulation of L

Lp=exp (i w pφ (w))A (w)

φ



 Given Fourier transformed measurements

● Estimate the modifications V of the single scattered signal using time 
correlation techniques.

● Solve the optimisation problem

subject to

and 

● Optimisation problem is solved by performing a small number of ALM 
steps.

● Exact reconstruction of L and N is not required; we are mainly interested 
in X.

Regularised solution

Y p(w)=V p(w)X (w)+Lp(w)N (w)

minX , N , L+1 , L−1
|ℑ A|

2
+|ℑφ|

2
+α(|∂ z A|

2
+|∂z φ|

2)

Lp=exp (i w pφ (w))A (w)

V (w)V +Lp(w)N (w)−Y p(w)=0



● Numerical simulations indicate that proposed method allows for the detection of multiple reflections in 
ultrasound signals.

● Method is currently being implemented and about to be validated.
● Currently investigating the usage of the estimates of A for the estimation of non-linear elastic properties 

of tissue.  

Results & Benefits to the company

Possibility of suppression of multiple reflections in ultrasound images
leading to an improved visualisation of contrast agents in tissue. 
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